Offshore Solutions - Fiberglass Stackable Modules

FIBERGLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
SLEEPER MODULE

Designed with features to keep workers comfortable onsite,
HB’s fiberglass sleeper modules can accommodate 2 to 12 individuals per module. The light weight design includes a steel
skid base and stacking frame.
DIMENSIONS: 12’L x 8’W / 28’L x 11’W / 36’L x 11’W
OCCUPANCY: 2-12

GALLEY / DINER MODULE

The fiberglass galley and diner modules come with top shelf,
commercial grade equip¬ment so you can effectively feed your
crew. Link the galley and diner to create easy access between
the two. These modules are ideal for temporary projects where
increased crew sizes require additional capacity for cooking
and serving.
DIMENSIONS: 36’L x 11’W

GENERAL PURPOSE MODULE

With various configurations, HB Rentals’ fiberglass general
purpose modules are flexible, all purpose rooms that can be
retrofitted to your project needs. HB Rentals’ line of Fiberglass
Stackable Modules is a cost conscious lightweight alternative
to heavier modules.
DIMENSIONS: 12’L x 8’W / 20’L x 12’W / 28’L x 11’W / 36’L x 11’W
CONFIGURE: Recreation, Fitness, Medic, Office, Equipment, Laundry

MUD LAB MODULE

HB Rentals’ fiberglass mud lab is designed to facilitate analysis conducted by the drilling fluids engineer in non-classed
safe areas. The small footprint and design are ideal for operating in situations where regulatory restrictions do not apply.
DIMENSIONS: 12’L x 8’W

IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING
HB Rentals engineering team consists of electrical, mechanical and civil
engineers in both of our main operating facilities of Broussard, Louisiana
and Aberdeen, Scotland. Our process for building a customized accommodation module is to start with client specifications and requirements for
use and to design to those specifications.

PLANNING, DESIGN, ENGINEERING
As a manufacturer of our proprietary offshore accommodation modules and
select land accommodation housing units, HB Rentals maintains rigorous
product
development discipline in new product conceptualization, requirements
definition, design and engineering execution.
Whether it is a single, custom offshore module or an accommodation complex, we design every aspect of the product or project from the interior
layout to how many levels we can stack to the configuration for walkways,

OPERATING ESSENTIALS

HB Rentals offers a wide range of operating essential services to keep your project operating and
workforce productive.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Project management is the primary role of HB Rentals that ensures your project is delivered on time and within budget.
It requires the planning, organization, discipline and expertise necessary to manage a project’s life cycle across multiple
disciplines from inception to commissioning.

PLANNING, DESIGN, ENGINEERING | PROJECT MANAGEMENT | CUSTOM MANUFACTURING | REGULATORY SUBMITTAL
INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING | REFURBISHMENT & REPAIR | OPERATIONAL ONSITE SUPPORT
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